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Dan Tappan (DT), Jim Infantino (JI), Sean Going (SG), Jan Luby (JL), Anne Sandstrom (AS)
Apologies to WS Gilbert
(DT)

I am the very model of a very stable genius
My hands are large in evidence of strength and virile manliness
I win elections bigly with proportions most historical
And all my subjects love me, although many are deplorable
CHORUS:

He wins elections bigly with proportions most historical
And all his subjects love him, although many are deporable
(DT)

My orange epidermis is a natural integument.
My hairstyle sets a standard rivaled only by my temperament.
My tweeting is unparalleled, my golfing is perpetual,
My statements, like my golf scores, are forever counter factual.
His tweeting is unparalleled, his golfing is perpetual,
His statements, like his golf scores, are forever counter factual.
(JI)

My cognitive do thingies are the best the world has ever seen
Alternative: My cognitive abilities the best the world has ever seen
Believe me I will tell you this so big league trust me what I mean
is that my brains are way too yuge to fit inside my cranium
Forget about the Russians and let's focus on Uranium
is that his brains are way too yuge to fit inside his cranium
Forget about the Russians and let's focus on Uranium
(JI)

To make this country great again, eliminate the Mexicans
I give myself a perfect score on flooding Puerto Rickians
To put the people back to work, I throw them in the prisions
Especially Black Africans and all the other minions
To put the people back to work, he throws them in the prisions
Especially Black Africans and all the other minions
(SG)

That Wolff guy is a loser and his boring book is full of lies
Bannon, Flynn and Manafort, I barely even know those guys
Rocket Man is short and fat and only likes to terrorize
I'll make Korea great again, it all comes down to button size
Rocket Man is short and fat and only likes to terrorize
He'll make Korea great again, it all comes down to button size
(DT)

My habits and my habitat each demonstrate the finest taste.
From toilets made of purest gold, to ketchup covered well-done steaks.
And women all appreciate the purity in deed and thoughts
I prove by moving like a bitch and grabbing them by private parts
And women all appreciate the purity in deed and thoughts
He proves by moving like a bitch and grabbing them by private parts
(DT)

In matters legislative, diplomatic, or environment,
From abrogating treaties, to nullifying monuments,
Though Democrats and liberals who hate and lose are envious
I am the very model of a very stable genius
Though Democrats and liberals who hate and lose are envious
He is the very model of a very stable genius
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Alternative Fact Verses
(JI)

I raised the taxes on the rich by negative a Trillion
It cost the people not a dime but fifteen thousand billion
There's nothing that Obama passed that I will not eliminate
And now I must go golfing while America becomes so great
(JI)

The pee tape, I mean dossier is fake there's nothing there to see
and many people say it vindicates me absolute-ely
This Mueller thing is over many people now are saying so
And now I'll grab a covfefe which is my secret word for blow
(AS)

My goal to win the office was so you would call me president
Although that liar Wolff has solid proof that I was hesitant
And I will plate the walls with gold throughout the White House residence
Cuz I'm so rich and smart and suave there really is no precedent
(AS)

The news is fake unlike my hair which really really is all mine
There's nothing underneath it but a genius that is genu-ine
And if you say I'm not so smart I'll sue and rant and tweet and whine
Cuz I'm the president -you're not - til Mueller charges me with crimes
(JL)

No woman can resist me, cause I'm famous and I'm also rich
Except for Crooked Hillary, but we all know that she's a bitch
And everybody knows that she should really have been sent to jail
I'm not guilty of anything, but she did that thing with email
(JL)

Don't pay attention to fake news, you know they all are very bad
Everybody says I am the best Prez that we've ever had
I love god, and I love women, and there no laws are above me
I love Jews and I love blacks and we all know that they love me
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